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expansion definition meaning merriam webster May 28 2024
1 expanse 2 the act or process of expanding territorial expansion economic expansion expansion of the universe 3 the
quality or state of being expanded 4 the increase in volume of working fluid such as steam in an engine cylinder
after cutoff or in an internal combustion engine after explosion 5 a an expanded part b

expansion definition meaning dictionary com Apr 27 2024
an increase in the volume of a substance while its mass remains the same expansion is usually due to heating when
substances are heated the molecular bonds between their particles are weakened and the particles move faster causing
the substance to expand

expansion noun definition pictures pronunciation and Mar 26 2024
an act of increasing or making something increase in size amount or importance a period of rapid economic expansion
despite the recession the company is confident of further expansion the expansion of higher education will continue
the book is an expansion of a series of lectures given last year extra examples

expansion synonyms 125 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 25 2024
synonyms for expansion increase boost addition gain rise augmentation raise increment antonyms of expansion reduction
decrease loss shrinkage depletion decline diminution lowering

expansion english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 24 2024
an increase in the size number or importance of something a rapid major massive expansion the rapid expansion of the
software industry the planned possible expansion of sth the document outlines the planned expansion of the programme
across the uk airport business market expansion

examples of expansion in a sentence merriam webster Dec 23 2023
definition of expansion synonyms for expansion this book is an expansion of a lecture series the league is undergoing
expansion the new hires is part of a rapid expansion at 33 west as of late dave brooks billboard 6 dec 2023 the
expansion means that a lot more people can choose to mess around with sge



expansion definition in economics length and indicators Nov 22 2023
expansion is the phase of the business cycle where real gross domestic product gdp grows for two or more consecutive
quarters moving from a trough to a peak expansion is typically

expansion definition meaning britannica dictionary Oct 21 2023
expansion meaning 1 the act of becoming bigger or of making something bigger the act of expanding 2 a more complete
and detailed written work or set of comments based on something shorter often on or upon

expansion definition meaning yourdictionary Sep 20 2023
expansion definition i k spănshən meanings synonyms sentences definition source word forms noun adjective filter noun
the act or process of expanding the expansion of metals and plastics in response to heat is well understood
wiktionary an expanding or being expanded enlargement dilation webster s new world similar definitions

expansion definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 19 2023
expansion is the process of becoming greater in size number or amount the rapid expansion of private health insurance
of a new period of economic expansion the company has abandoned plans for further expansion synonyms increase
development growth spread more synonyms of expansion

31 synonyms antonyms for expansion thesaurus com Jul 18 2023
find 31 different ways to say expansion along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

expansion definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 17 2023
expansion is what happens when something becomes bigger or more extensive if you enjoy good pastry you will be
excited by the expansion of the bakery but be careful or you will also see the expansion of your waistline

expansion of the universe wikipedia May 16 2023
the expansion of the universe is the increase in distance between gravitationally unbound parts of the observable
universe with time it is an intrinsic expansion so it does not mean that the universe expands into anything or that
space exists outside it



thermal expansion wikipedia Apr 15 2023
thermal expansion is the tendency of matter to change its shape area volume and density in response to a change in
temperature usually not including phase transitions temperature is a monotonic function of the average molecular
kinetic energy of a substance when a substance is heated molecules begin to vibrate and move more usually

state rejects environmental review of hanscom airport expansion Mar 14 2023
massachusetts rejects the environmental review of hanscom airport expansion a jet takes off at hanscom david l ryan
globe staff after months of uproar and thousands of public comments voicing

mayor harrell announces citywide care expansion Feb 13 2023
new partnerships and seven day a week citywide expansion proposal follows success of dual dispatch pilot seattle
today mayor bruce harrell announced his proposal to expand the community assisted response and engagement care
department behavioral health responder team hiring additional responders and expanding citywide seven days a week
following the success of the dual dispatch pilot

maps show how a hot june quickly worsened drought in the Jan 12 2023
these maps show how a hot june quickly worsened drought in the eastern u s parts of the mid atlantic midwest ohio
valley and southeast have experienced drought expansion the effects of drought

expansion definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 11 2022
an increase in the size number or importance of something a rapid major massive expansion the rapid expansion of the
software industry the planned possible expansion of sth the document outlines the planned expansion of the programme
across the uk airport business market expansion

thermal expansion calculator good calculators Nov 10 2022
this thermal expansion calculator can be used for the calculation of the linear thermal expansion of any material for
a specific initial length and variation in temperature instructions select units either imperial or metric

seattle mayor eyes expansion of new public safety department Oct 09 2022
the expansion is fully funded through the end of the year seattle mayor bruce harrell on wednesday said he will



expand the community assisted response and engagement care department across the
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